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Agra is the city of wonderful structure and the elegant Taj Mahal. This fabulous white marble tomb is
situated on a bank of the Yamuna River is an inspiration to rhymester, writers and love pair from all
over the globe. Every day, you will monitor the tourists from the world over come to feel the
impressive feeling of Mughal emperor Shahjahan. To emphasis the charms of this remarkable city
consists with number of good hotels in Agra offering modern amenities to their guests. Agra is an
incredible city, with most of the Agra's grand past existing even till date, in the marvelous
construction, inside the constructions, in the tremendous arts and crafts to the mouth-smacking
gastronomy.

Agra is the hot destination for tourists in India and come many tourists from all over the world as it
houses the worldâ€™s greatest tombstone The Taj Mahal. The Taj Mahal is also a key destination for
the north India tours. You will have a wonderful time travel around this historical and everlasting
emblem of love. Its construction is the finest model that combines the styles of Indian, Persian and
Islamic structural design. You will have a charming time exploring this marble wonder. The dome,
pillars, tiles, minaret have a remarkable marble work that pulls so many visitors from all over the
world.

This artificial marvel is encircled with the stunning Mughal Garden that is also known as the
charbagh. On the entrance to the Taj Mahal zone the first marvel is the famous name as a darwaza-
i-rawza that stands for welcome of its visitors. This entrance zone also has the Taj Mosque
commonly known as the Masjid. Visiting this marvel door or zone will enrich your thought about the
Taj and will increase excitement on the engineering success of this monument proved to be that
was construct in the 16th century only finished with the help of artistic labor.

India is blessed with many amazing and beautiful historical buildings. Emperors and kings from
every kingdom in India promoted arts in many forms. The Mughals contributed the most in the
architectural area by building various monuments and palaces. They combined various architectural
styles together with Indian styles to create some wonderful monuments. And one of them is the Taj
Mahal.

The beauty of Taj Mahal is in the league of its own. It is known by many names like the timeless
beauty, the symbol of love, etc. Everything about the Taj is wonderful. Few might know that it is
actually a tomb and apparently also the most expensive ever build. It is the resting place of Mumtaz
Mahal, third wife of the Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan. After her death, Shah Jahan ordered his royal
architects to design and build a tomb for his most beloved wife. After the death of Shah Jahan, his
son Aurangzeb buried him next to his wife.

There are some interesting facts about Taj Mahal. As already mentioned, it the most costly tomb
ever built in the history of mankind. Taj and its surrounding monuments are declared as the world
heritage site. It is among the seven wonders of the modern world. It is the most visited monument in
India getting more than three million tourists annually. It also gets the highest number of
international tourist every year. The beauty of Taj Mahal reaches new heights during the full moon
nights. Pick from a variety of Taj Mahal tours to experience this magnificent work of art.
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